REFINE: DOUBLE-GLAZED UNITIZED

With all of the advantages of our unitized system, Infinium's double-glazed product takes it to the next level with the advantage of an industry-leading STC rating. Our double-glazed unitized product allows natural daylight into the interior spaces of your building; providing organizational transparency and acoustical privacy – literally, the working world around you is seen, but not heard. The monolithic, flush-glazed aesthetics of the double-glazed system provides an attractive alternative to our single-glazed product.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

• Significant advantages over stick-built systems, including:
  • Speed of installation, which in turn reduces labor costs.
  • Superior fit and finish
• System can be installed over any flooring type
  • Installs non-destructively in areas with carpet and acoustic ceiling tiles
  • Floor adjustment with an overall range of 1 3/4"
• A wide range of finishes are available for aluminum members, including:
  • Anodizing shades from clear to black
  • Large variety of colors for acrylic coating
  • Custom color-matching is available
• Infinium’s direct turnkey process for seamless delivery and install
• Monolithic flush-glazed appearance with pre-assembled panels – no need to worry about debris between the panels and factory-sized doors
• Ability to incorporate thermally fused melamine, wood veneer or fabric inserts
• Unprecedented acoustical STC ratings: 42 STC for glass panels and up to 50 STC for solid walls
• Marginal cost increase over single-glazed units